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Abstracts

Methods of the research

1. Depth interviews with representatives of retail trade networks which develop or are

going to develop own private labels. Interviews with well-known owners of private

labels, as Sedmoi Kontinent (The Seventh Continent), Kopeika (Copeck), Azbuka vkusa

(ABC of taste), Victoria (chains Kvartal (Block of buildings), Victoria, Dioshevo (Cheap)),

SPAR, Lenta (Band), «O.K.», Nakhodka (Find), Grossmart (chains Billa, Prodmag

(Grocery Store), Raiden, Apelsin (Orange)), and series of regional chain retailers.

2. Depth interviews with representatives of companies which produce for private labels

of retailers and representatives of companies which don’t produce such items in

principal. Interviews with more than 50 popular foodstuff suppliers were conducted,

among them Wimm-Bill-Dann, Ostankinski barankas plant, Farm Frites, Ramkon,

Valuiski fat-and-oil factory (trade trademark Milora), Russkart, Imperatorski tchai

(Imperial Tea), Abasko, Prosto Petro Group, Moskovskaya Orekhovaja kompania

(Moscow Nut Company), confectionary plants Kolomenskoye (trade mark

Shokoladnitsa), Tcheriomushki and many other well-known companies.

3. Analysis of information regarding private labels of Russian retail chains, which has

been published in the Internet and mass media.
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